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Why pursue game with
a handgun?



Whenever I tell someone that I am a handgun hunter, I
usually get one of two reactions. The first is that the
person I’m talking to is also a handgun hunter or has at
least tried it. The second, more common reaction is,
“Really? I didn’t know you could hunt with a handgun.” 
 
Because I have a great desire to further this incredible
sport, I decided it’s time to dispell the most common myths
associated with handgun hunting.



1
Handguns aren’t

powerful enough to
humanely take game.



Handguns are chambered in a wide array of
calibers, many of which are powerful enough to
take the world’s largest and most dangerous
game. From the .22 Long Rifle, used for plinking,
teaching, and small game hunting, to big bore
revolver rounds like the .500 S&W Magnum, you
can find a caliber that suits your needs. There are
even pistols that fire the same caliber as many
rifles!

"Handgun hunting is
like bow hunting,

only louder."
 

- Max Prasac



2
Hunting handguns have

too much recoil.



Recoil is a very subjective thing, but you might be
surprised at how manageable it can be with handguns
you think may kick too much. It is true that certain
calibers are hard for novices to shoot, but there are
plenty of handgun options that are both pleasant to
shoot and capable of taking game humanely. Another
thing about recoil is that you can learn to tolerate
more and more as you gain experience shooting.
Recoil control is very dependant on technique so it
can be mitigated with practice.



3
Short barrels aren’t as

accurate.



Here’s something that’s not well known: Accuracy has
almost nothing to do with barrel length. Velocity has a
lot to do with barrel length. While a shorter barrel will
lose more velocity than a longer barrel, it can be just
as accurate - and the velocity it does have is plenty to
hunt with. There are revolvers being built capable of
shooting less than 1” groups at 100 yards, and
specialty pistols in rifle calibers shooting well at 10
times that distance.



4
Handguns have a very

short range.



First off, a short range isn’t neccesarily a bad thing.
Modern compound bows have a much shorter
range, in general, than handguns, but many
people take to the woods with them every year. A
short range means you need to be a better
woodsman or woodswoman to get closer to your
game. This is one of the great joys of handgun
hunting! Also, there are handguns that are every
bit as capable as rifles at taking game at extended
range.

"Finally I found a
bullet hole back of
the right jaw and it

came out of the top
of his nose. That

was the shot I'd hit
him with out at 600

yards."
 

  - Elmer Keith (With
a .44 magnum

revolver)



5
It is illegal to hunt with a

handgun.



Not true. In fact, using revolvers that shoot
straight walled cartridges can actually increase
the areas you can legally hunt in. There are places
in the US where you can shoot a deer with a .357
Magnum, but not with a .30-06 due to human
population density. There is even such a thing as
handgun only seasons in certain areas!



Time to 
get out in
 the field !

Short guns get it done!



Handgun hunting is a sport for people who want to be
better! In addition to the actual shooting of game, it
provides a means of physical exercise, an opportunity to
feed yourself and your family, to improve your
woodsmanship skills, to gather with close friends and
family, and the list goes on and on!
 
I know you’re convinced and ready to give handgun
hunting a try! To find out more, go to:
handgunhuntersupply.com

Handgun Hunter Supply
730 Mustang St. - Suite 7
Fredericksburg, TX 78624

Ph: 830.383.1001


